
Deer Park, Council Position #4,   Caleb Stapp 

Evaluation: Green  (Supports Conservative Values) 

Responded:     

1.      Should elected leadership involve local Charitable Non-Profits in issues relating to Social issues? (Homeless and 

Street individuals) Yes. Government should create the framework of laws and enforcement that allows people to 

care for each other through their church and non-profit organizations. Elected officials should coordinate with local 

leaders to enable them to serve the community effectively. 

 

2.      To what level should elected leadership be concerned with individual property rights? Elected leaders should 

respect individual property rights and prioritize individual freedom. 

 

3.      How can government strengthen the local economy? Lower taxes whenever possible and review regulations 

for eliminations regularly. Helping ensure that permitting processes are simple and as web-based as possible.  

 

4.      Which is best, government controls or free markets, and why? Free markets use the crowd-based wisdom and 

distributed power that enable excellent problem-solving and help curb abuse of power. The government should have 

the least amount of power possible to fulfill basic functions. 

 

5.      When should government be involved in Social engineering? No. The government should be concerned with 

infrastructure, law enforcement, public safety 

 

6.      How can governments strengthen Families? Ending abortion and making it more difficult to get a divorce. 

There should be a strong push to shift the cultural attitude about having children so we can encourage an increase to 

our incredibly low birthrate. Politicians could also lead the way in having transparently real marriages instead of ones 

that look fake from the outside and so often end in scandal.  

 

7.      Who is responsible for the child, the parents or the State?     Why?  The parents are responsible for the 

child. The state is responsible to protect the parents from foreign invasion and repeat criminals and leave the rest up to 

the parents. The parents are responsible before God for the education and training of their children. 

 

8.      Explain your understanding of following, regarding the US Constitution, should it be understood by “Original 

Intent” and /or as a “Living Document”?  There is objective truth in the world and the best way to govern a 

country over the long-term is to find a set of principles and ideas that work and stick to them. The constitution's framer's 

demonstrated their thinking in great detail and we should strive to interpret the constitution according to the original 

intent of the framers. 

 

9.      Have you read the Washington State Constitution, and do you agree to support this document entirely? No, I have 

not read it. 
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